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INFORMATION LETTER 

 
Kaliningrad factory “ITAR” is located in one of free economic zones, which enjoys the system of 

preferences and benefits for foreign and home investors.  
Two factors make it possible to reduce delivery time of our products: friendly geographic location and 

proximity to the international port. Due to the fact that the factory is located in the free economic zone, it is 
easier to implement international trade operations and to minimize import-export duties. 
 Advanced technologies have turned the factory “ITAR” into one of the main producers in Russia.  
Artesian well water, which is extracted from the ecologically clean water basin of Kaliningrad region, is used in 
production. Local grains, from which the spirit is produced, bring constituency to the taste of the latter. 
ITAR is the only distillery in Russia that still uses special copper vats in which the spirits are reduced.  
 The factory produces eight kinds of its own vodka, as well as eight licensed brands of vodka. Among 
these are “Legend of Kremlin”, “Stolichnaya”, “Kremlevka”, and “Union”. “ITAR’s” vodka has been awarded 
more than 50 medals and diplomas at various international exhibitions and competitions. And undoubtedly this 
fact is the testimony of “ITAR’s” production high quality. 
 Vodka “Legend of Kremlin” is bottled in a special area of the ITAR factory. Only the company’s own 
spirit “Lux” is used in the production of this brand of Vodka. The spirit is designated as one of the finest Russian 
spirits, and is combined with ITAR’s own artesian well water taken at the depth of 100 meters. Only natural 
ingredients are used in production.  
 Multiple production of vodka “Legend of Kremlin” started in 2004. Up to now the vodka has received 
nine “GRAND-PRIX” and nine gold medals at both international and Russian competitions. It was designated to 
be a “Supplier of Kremlin.” Vodka “Legend of Kremlin” is supplied to the Kremlin as well as various Russian 
Government Ardencies and the State Duma. Our vodka is being sold in Duty Free Shops as well as exported to 
the USA, Germany, Armenia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan, and the Baltic Countries. 
 Vodka “Kremlevka Premium”, “Kremlevka Gold”, and “Kremlevka Elite”, are produced by “ITAR” in 
accordance with requirements of EEC and GOST P5135599 (Regulations EEC No. 1576/89 of May 29, 1989). 
 Vodkas “Kremlevka Premium”, “Kremlevka Gold”, and “Kremlevka Elite” are made exclusively from spirit 
“Lux”.  
 The package of vodka “Kremlevka Premium” has got traditional classic Russian labels, which are 
engraved with the use of modern technology and thus are very eye-catchy on the shelves of supermarkets. This 
Vodka is available in four different flavors: classic, soft, rye and grain.  
 “Kremlevka Gold” is produced in a 700 ml carafe in three difference flavors: original, seven grains, and 
wild cherry. 
 “Kremlevka Elite” is produced in 500 ml and 700 ml decanters. Small gift bags are available.  
 Vodkas “Kremlevka Premium”, “Kremlevka Gold”, and “Kremlevka Elite”, are examples of classic and 
traditional Russian vodkas. The quality of the “Kremlevka” series was recognized many times at prestigious 
degustation competitions. 

 


